
Semi Final 2 2019

Country Singer Song Comment My 10 to final Guessing Final 10 to pass 
to the Final

Armenia Srbuk Walking out Armenia is a country almost always 
passing on to the final and I usually don’t 
get it. The same this year, I really don’t 
like this song even if they for once try to 
pop it up a bit. Not my cup of tea

Ireland Sarah McTernan 22 Ireland, Ireland, Ireland. I said it before 
and I repeat myself, send Johnny Logan 
with an old school ballad again and you 
will win. Sarah go to Tel Aviv with a ok pop 
tune but again so composed to fit into a 
radio playlist close to you

Moldova Anna Odobescu Stay Together with Macedonia this years best 
ballads. Both in this semi and only one will 
pass through and I think I will be 
Macedonia. But I like this one.

Switzerland Luca Hänni She got me A song I liked from the first time I heard it 
but also started to get tiered of after a 
short amount of time. But most people will 
hear it for the first time so… Think its an 
easy walk to the final but maybe not the 
winner 2019. Good work tho´

Latvia Carousel That night I like this song each time I hear it but its 
also forgotten 1 second after the last note. 
I think Latvia will stay in the semi final this 
year.

Romania Ester Peony On a Sunday Maybe a jury favorite but for heavens sake 
who will call on these 3 minutes of crap? 
One of the worst songs this year.

Denmark Leonora Love is forever Me like, me like a lot even if it sounds like 
an updated Nicole from 1982. This is cute 
and you can sing a long kind of from start. 
Good work Denmark.

Sweden John Lundvik Too late for love It happened again, Sweden actually send a 
song I like so it is hard to scream and 
shout about anything else here. The genre 
worked for Austria last year and we will for 
sure be on top after the jury votes. What 
happens then… We will see.

Austria Paenda Limits I don´t understand this at all. After a few 
years of really good entries Austria must 
have been scared 2018 when they might 
have won again and decided to play it safe 
and send this impossible to like entry.

Croatia Roko The dream Even if this entry been composed by the 
most unlikeable person in world, Jacques 
Houdek (A man so full of himself that he 
think he is Greta, sorry I mean Jesus), I like 
it. It is to repeatable and the wings on 
stage is so done before I can’t hate this. 

Malta Michela Chameleon OK, I hate when countries order a song to 
fit into the winning concept but the rules 
are like they are and Malta picked a song I 
wish Rihanna might have recorded. But 
Michela do it well and I am surprised to 
not find Malta higher in the odds, I think 
this can win with a good performance.

Lithuania Jurijus Run with the lions Another of my favorites tonight, Lithuania 
is really really good. And with a good song 
an a hunk on stage its hard to see that 
they won’t pass to the final. 

Russia Sergey Lazarev Scream Sergey do it right, return to the contest 
with a song in a completely di#erent genre 
from last time. But I am not sure it is 
enough to win. I am a Sergey fan also 
outside Eurovision so I hope he will do 
well.

Albania Jonida Maliqi Ktheju Tokës Again a song I don’t have enough words to 
describe in the worst way possible. Its 
100% awful, sorry Albania

Norway Keiino Spirit in the sky Norway 2019, some pop, some dance and 
some joik mix up into a really good little 
tune. I think there is a chance for Sweden, 
Norway, Denmark and Iceland in the final. 
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The Netherlands Duncan Laurence Arcade The number 1 favorite to win 2019, and if 
so we go from a winning joke song in 
2018 to something boring. So boring so 
clocks will stop and Europe will be in sleep 
mode for a year. No doubt this song will 
be a radio hit after the final, winner or not.

North Macedonia Tamara Proud A really good ballad, but as said earlier I 
prefer the one from Moldova even if 
Tamara without a doubt compete with a 
good song. But the second semi has more 
good songs than semi 1 so it will be hard 
to pass through. But again, Macedonia or 
Moldova, for me any of them can pass as 
long as one of them do.

Azerbaijan Chingiz Truth If Azerbaijan don’t pass to the final this 
year it is a shame. One of the better pop 
songs in the contest this year with a guy 
who can sing and looks good. But I still 
want him to get married to someone 
named Khan as last name.
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